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Two Genres are Better Than One: The San Jose State Dual-Genre MFA Program Model 
 
Alan Soldofsky, San Jose State University 
 
 
 In the Spring of 2000, San Jose State University used its first year of funding for our 

brand new Lurie Distinguished Visiting Author-in-Residence position to appoint Ursula K. Le 

Guin to be our first Visiting Author-in-Residence. We asked her to teach a Science Fiction 

Survey course and a graduate Fiction Writing Workshop. One of Le Guin’s first questions to me 

was could she do some poetry writing with her fiction workshop students, since that spring she 

was writing new poems as well as translating and also completing a new collection of short 

stories.  She felt that the stories she was writing were inspired to an extent by the poems she 

was writing. Here’s one which Poetry Center San Jose published as a broadside: 

April in San José 
 
In a city where men shout across the streets  
Shit Shit      God Bless you lady        ay Miguel  
bark wordless pain like dogs,  
roar rage in one dark syllable,  
or stand and beat an oak-tree with their fists,  
or walk ten feet of driveway back and forth  
in boots and Nazi cap and steel chains,  
or sit and shiver, silent, in the sun, 
 
I steer among the wrecks, the reefs, 
 
through poppies, roses, red valerian,  
passionflower, trumpetvine,  
camellia, dogwood, foam of plum and pear,  
mock-orange and true orange,  
gold of the Hesperides,  
sweetness of freesias, garlands, wreaths  
of red and yellow, white and green,  
dark fragrance of eucalyptus,  
glitter and rustle of inordinate palms. 
 
Through the mockingbird morning  
I make my way bewildered,  
in the city of ruined men  
in the valley of the ghosts of orchards  
in the broken heart of California  
in the nation of addiction  
in the kindest month. 
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From our conversation came the central tenant of how my colleagues and I would plan SJSU’s 

MFA program, which we were plotting to be approved by the SJSU Provost, and then by the 

CSU Chancellor’s office in time to recruit our first cohort of MFA students for the Fall of 2001. 

 Our mandate for fast-track approval was to make sure we didn’t duplicate MFA or 

Creative Writing MA program curriculum that existed in other CSU’s, such as San Diego State 

University and San Francisco State. San Diego State had an already well-established three-

year MFA program with tracks for Poetry and for Fiction, as well as being the publisher of two 

annual journals, Poetry International and Fiction International. And San Francisco State had a 

long-established Creative Writing Department that already offered a two-year CW MA, and was 

planning its soon to be established three-year MFA in Fiction, Poetry, and Creative Nonfiction—

similar in its degree requirements to SDSU.  

 What Le Guin told us about how she worked in one genre which often stimulated her 

writing in another struck a chord with us. At the time in the year 2000, few established MFA 

programs required students to take workshops in two genres, and to be admitted to work in both 

a primary genre and a secondary genre. We quickly saw advantages to organizing our 

curriculum around a dual-genre model. And when I was ae asked to become the director of the 

new MFA we were designing, the first thing I thought about was my experience at the Iowa 

Workshop, where I earned my poetry MFA. And where before that I had been a enrolled in the 

Creative Writing Concentration in English with a poetry focus. At Iowa, I didn’t take a fiction or 

nonfiction writing class either as an undergraduate or MFA student. In fact, the only contact I 

had with Fiction writers in the MFA program were occasionally at English Department and 

Workshop parties. Fortunately for me, John Irving who was at that time teaching in the 

Workshop, had a house just across the block from mine. So, I got to hang out with him a bit. But 

largely my experience meeting fiction writers at Iowa was social. I never really took classes with 

them. With one notable exception.  
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 Taking Poetry Workshop with me was Denis Johnson, who was also enrolled at Iowa as 

in the Creative Writing Concentration and earned his B.A.. Since there was usually only one 

undergraduate poetry workshop section, Denis and I took several semesters of poetry workshop 

together. What I didn’t know was that he had earned a partial scholarship to come to Iowa as a 

Fiction writer, having won the Kansas City Star Hallmark Writing Award. We were 18 and 19 

years old when we met in Marvin Bell’s poetry workshop.  

 When I thought back to my experience at the Iowa Writers Workshop, whose culture I 

had literally grown up in (I was raised in Iowa City and attended elementary, high school and 

College there) I began to see ways of changing what I thought was problematic with that great, 

but imperfect program. With all due respect to Iowa, and the many great poets I worked with 

there over the years, I found the culture in the workshop overly competitive—to the point of 

being brutal—and also, perhaps because of the competition, being at times socially isolating. 

The only contact I regularly had with the Workshop’s prose writers was for volleyball and softball 

games between the poets and prose writers. And we had even less contact with the playwrights 

and screenwriters unless we got involved in someone’s project production. These aspects of 

MFA culture I thought were matters we should correct in our MFA program. At Iowa, until Denis 

and I were nearing completing our MFA’s, I didn’t even know Denis was seriously writing fiction. 

And later when I met Raymond Carver, I didn’t know he was also writing poetry.  

As we wrote the MFA curriculum, we surveyed the field to learn what other schools had 

implemented a dual-genre model. There weren’t many, which gave us some confidence that our 

approach would distinguish SJSU’s new program. The MFA program that seemed to match up 

most closely with our ambitions for the new MFA at SJSU was the University of Minnesota. The 

Minnesota, directed by Patricia Hampl, provided a secondary genre focus, giving those who 

preferred to, to take workshops in a second genre which counted toward their graduation credit. 

Hampl, who had attended Iowa in the late sixties writing mostly poetry had also begun 

publishing highly regarded nonfiction work. And a couple of years after publishing her first 
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collection of poetry—Woman Before an Aquarium—published a highly regarded memoir, A 

Romantic Education. Hampl’s worked at the University of Minnesota was to construct a 

curriculum that would reflect her own multiple-genre of interest.   

As we surveyed the literary world in the year 2000, it seemed so many of the best, the 

most innovative, and most powerful writers writing in English whose work was widely circulated 

and discussed on college campuses at the turn of the millennium were writing in multiple genres 

(or in multiple sub-genres). These included writers such as Margaret Atwood, Denis Johnson, 

Michael Ondaatje, Maxine Hong Kinston, and of course Ursula K. Le Guin—who we had just 

hosted as our visiting author-in-residence. We also saw other local Bay Area writers who 

seemed to us the kind of models we wanted our students to emulate—and who we had hope in 

time, would become Lurie Visiting Authors-in-Residence (which many did). We looked to the 

work of Bay Area authors, writers like Al Young, Ishmael Reed, James D. Houston, Sandra M. 

Gilbert, Kim Addonizio, Andrew Lam, Christina García, and Vendela Vida, for inspiration. We 

saw them as being compelling exemplars of working in multiple genres. As we began 

formulating our program’s curriculum, we consulted with a few of these writers who a few of us 

know, and who we thought would be willing to help us with our curriculum. We also wanted to 

get a few other MFA directors’ and faculty members’ ideas about how to break down barriers 

between writers working in different primary genres. And how to create an MFA culture that was 

supportive and not so competitive, without sacrificing our programs standards or our faculties 

ambitions for our students. 

We devised workshop curriculum for Creative Nonfiction, Fiction, and, Poetry.  A two 

craft courses: Poetic Craft and Theory and Narrative Craft and Theory. Since our faculty is only 

a few, and we sometimes repeat teaching the same workshop in the fall and spring semesters. 

So to ensure variety when we didn’t have faculty available to fill out a course rotation, we made 

our curriculum modular, creating workshops offered in consecutive semesters to have a 

different theme, or focus on different sub-genres. For instance, in poetry one the Fall we’d focus 
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on the writing lyric and traditional forms. And the next we’d focus on the long poem, on narrative 

poetry, and/or on dramatic monologue. To add variety to our workshop course offerings we’d 

appoint a Lurie Visiting Author-in-Residence to augment the tenure-line faculty and the 

occasional lecturer with a distinguished publication record to provide students the opportunity to 

work with different writers with different approaches and interests within their genre. And also, to 

fill in when a core faculty member would be on sabbatical.  Because we often had only one 

nonfiction faulty member teaching in the program, we often would add nonfiction Lurie Author-

in-Residence to make sure that Nonfiction students were worked with some variety of nonfiction 

author whose subgenre was different in substantial respects from the Nonfiction writer on the 

faculty. Same with Fiction and Poetry Core faculty, who we would rotate with a Lurie-Visiting 

Author when the opportunity arose to add more variety to the core Graduate Workshop faculty. 

We’ve also added a screenwriting/playwriting genre concentration in the MFA, once the 

program was established. In the year our program was launched, we had nearly 100 applicants, 

those who applied for the Fiction track—which continues to be the case 21 years later. About 

half of our programs’ 60 students are on the Fiction primary track—meaning they are obliged to 

write a thesis comprised of a novel or a collection of short stories. The next largest number of 

applicants were more or less evenly split between those seeking admission on the Poetry Track 

and on the Nonfiction track. After three years of operation, we also added a small a 

screenwriting/playwriting primary genre and second genre tracks. Those students seeking 

enrollment in our MFA program to write film scripts or plays would take their workshops in the 

Theater Arts and Film and Theater departments. The current Fall 2021 cohort is made up of 

about 30 Fiction primaries and 15 Fiction secondaries—by far the most impacted genre tracks 

as far as our only being able to offer one graduate Fiction Workshop section. We have a dozen 

Poetry primaries and an equal number of Poetry secondaries. And also, about a dozen 

Nonfiction primaries and secondaries. We currently have only 3 Screenwriting/Playwriting 

primaries but more than a dozen Screenwriting/Playwriting secondaries.  
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Our program also was designed to use our literary research faculty as well, in the we 

require MFA’s in our program to take at least two literature seminars or craft courses in order to 

meet graduation requirements. The literature courses we offer are also module, to enable us to 

offer a much variety within our classes as possible. So, we offer seminars such as Genres 

Studies in American Literature; Themes in American Literature; Period Studies in American 

Literature; Seminar in Comparative Literature; and Seminar in Twentieth Century British 

Literature, that provide a literary research dimension and greater intellectual rigor than is 

typically found in MFA programs whose curriculum constructed around purely a studio 

(workshop) model. We think it beneficial and important for MFA students to take literature 

seminars with MA students seeking to specialize in fields of rhetoric and composition, literature, 

or professional writing. It’s beneficial for the MA students as well, many of whom are allowed to 

take some of their courses in Creative Writing workshops, if their skill-level in a particular genre 

qualifies them to enroll. 

We originally designed the SJSU program to be a three-year MFA, where students took 

up to four 3-unit workshops, literary seminars, and/or other classes per semester. In 2018 we 

switched to 4-unit classes, enabling us to transform ourselves into a two-year program,  

We had a number of alumni that achieved success in two or more genres in the early 

years of our program. One of our first SJSU MFAs to publish a full-length work of Nonfiction is 

Daniel Arnold, who is both a nonfiction and a short-story writer. A student of High Sierra 

mountaineering history, Dan climbed many of the California’s highest peaks, following the 

routes and using the equipment of California’s historic mountaineers. His book, which evolved 

from his thesis, Early Days in the Range of Light: Encounters with Legendary Mountaineers, 

was published by Counterpoint. His second book was also a work of outdoor/adventure 

nonfiction, Salt to Summit: A Vagabond Journey from Death Valley to Mount Whitney, 

chronicles Dan’s trek from the lowest point in the U.S. in Death Valley to the summit of Mount 

Whitney, the highest point in the continental U.S. Along the way, Dan also ruminates about 
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California writers who had visited or lived in some of the same places he visited. But Dan’s third 

book, Slow Blind is a collection of short stories, all written about characters who are obsessed 

with high-risk mountaineering. All three of Dan’s well-regarded books are from Counterpoint.  

Another of our Nonfiction writers, Kym Cunningham, has published a collection of 

personal essays Difficulty Swallowing.  But she’s also an award-winning poet, author of the 

poetry chapbook, l’appel du vide from Finishing Line Press. One of our poets, Samantha Lê, 

born in Vietnam, has published an acclaimed first novel, Little Sister Left Behind as well as 

several poetry collections, including My Solitude, a collection of spoken word collection (with 

CD). 

Another of the program’s early graduates, Ed Sams, earned his MFA in poetry—he has 

published several collections of poetry and concrete poetry, including the 2019 Word Tech 

volume, Fables as Formulas. He came to SJSU an already established playwright, who has had 

more than a dozen plays produced in Northern California and in New York, including his 2018 

play “The Circle Rules,” which was produced at the Player’s Theater in New York City, as part of 

its Short Play Festival, and named as the “best play” in the festival’s second week of production. 

Sams is also an author of fiction, including a number of amusing alternative gothic literary 

histories such as the 2014 Poe’s Uncanny Housecat, along with his 2012 novella, Wicked Hil. 

Sam’s is a descendant of Edgar Allen Poe, and he founded the annual Halloween Poe Fest at 

SJSU.  

Samantha Lê, Vietnam-born poet who came San Francisco when she was nine, also 

achieved success in the program as fiction writer. Her novel, also containing memoir and verse, 

Little Sister Left Behind was one of the first books of its kind about the Vietnamese diaspora to 

be published by a Bay Area writer. She published had already published a debut collection of 

poetry, Corridors, before enrolling in the MFA program. She also has published a children’s 

book, If You Feel Like It.  
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Perhaps the most surprising success from our early program came from a screenwriting, 

Marina Chappie, who was offered the opportunity to write Romance novels under the 

pseudonym Marina Adair. Well, success came quickly for her, and she went on publish several 

series of Romance novels, and become a New York Times #1 bestselling Romance author 

whose books have sold over a million copies. She has also had a role as consulting producer as 

well as writing credits on several of the Hallmark Channels films made from her books. 

Since opening our multi-genre MFA program in 2020, a number of other schools have 

moved to follow a similar multi-genre model. Some notable dual-genre programs now following 

a model that looks a bit like ours include: Virginia Commonwealth University; Columbia College 

of Chicago; Northwestern University; and Colorado State University, which offers the option of 

writing a dual-genre thesis. And among low-res dual genre programs are New England College; 

Bennington College; Vermont College; and Farleigh-Dickinson University. Such programs 

recognize, as we did, that some of the world’s most acclaimed writers don’t limit themselves to 

writing in a single genre. More often, the writers’ subject matter is what drives their them to write 

poetry, novels, short-stories, essays, and plays or screenplays as they do. I can help myself but 

marvel at the extraordinary productivity of a writer like Maya Angelou in writing autobiographies, 

plays, children’s books, and poetry—whose works represent a continuum of her concerns about 

race, gender, and personal courage. Or the talent of Louise Erdrich in writing novels and poetry 

about mixed indigenous and German-American Minnesotan forebearers. Or the Evan S. 

Connell’s remarkable oeuvre of historical fiction and creative nonfiction about the High Plains 

and the American Midwest as well as his luminous collections of poetry and essays. So, with 

dual-genre programs like ours and others I’ve mentioned, writers don’t need to confine 

themselves to working in just one genre to hone their talent. At SJSU, we are actively seeking 

MFA applicants in our dual-genre program whose ambition is to become the next Ursula K. Le 

Guin or Al Young or Maxine Hong Kingston. There would be no need to have your multiple 

genre talents discovered as my friend Denis Johnson did at the Iowa workshop, in part to his 
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good fortune of meeting and taking a workshop with Raymond Carver. We encourage our 

students to try challenge themselves to become “fluent” practitioners in at least two genres and 

maybe even more sub-genres. We’ve seen how by creating in our MFA program a supportive 

and exploratory culture that writers will take risks and discover there’s more dimensions to their 

talents than they may have initially imagined.  

We continue to attract talented writers and poets whose ambition is to write and publish 

there work in multiple genres. The next panelist, Ume Ali, will speak about the kind of support 

she’s received at SJSU to write Fiction, Poetry, and when the inspiration or writing prompt 

presents itself in Creative Nonfiction. Ume is planning to complete her MFA in May. She’s an 

active citizen of our program, while being a Mom, serving as the Poetry Editor of Reed 

Magazine and President of the Diasporic Peoples Writing Collective (student organization). 

Following Ume, the next presenter will be Sally Ashton. Sally is a poet and author of 

collections of prose poetry who earned a B.A. in English from SJSU with a Creative Writing 

Concentration at the turn of the millennium. And received her MFA in Poetry from the 

Bennington low-res program before returning to SJSU to teach first-year English and 

introduction to Creative Writing classes. She has served as the second Santa Clara County 

Poet Laureate and is the author of poetry collections including: These Metallic Days, Some Odd 

Afternoon, and The Behaviour of Clocks.  

After Sally the next presenter will be J. Michael Martinez. J. Michael, an award-winning 

poet and an author who wrote a memoir in the form of a video game. He’s also publishes literary 

scholarship and literary journalism, as I also do. His most recent poetry collection, The Museum 

of the Americas is published by Penguin in the National Poetry Series. His other collections are: 

Heredities (LSU Press) winner of the Walt Whitman Award; and In the Garden of the 

Bridehouse (aUniv. of Arizona).  

The final presenter will be Nick Taylor, author of literary historical novels, and who has 

published two hard-boiled detective novels featuring a Major League Baseball relief pitcher as 
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detective under the pseudonym of T.T. Monday, The Set Up Man and Double Switch. His 

acclaimed historical novels are the Civil War era novel The Disagreement and Father Junipero’s 

Confessor.  He’ll speak about his experience writing different genres of fiction, and also his work 

as director of the SJSU Steinbeck Center and taking the helping to enlarge the Steinbeck 

Fellowship program, one which offers fellowship support to six emerging writers annually who 

are completing their first full-length work of fiction, nonfiction, or writers doing Steinbeck-related 

scholarly research. Under Nick’s leadership, the Steinbeck has begun offering full in-instate 

tuition support to applicants seeking admission to our Creative Writing MFA program here at 

SJSU.  

And now, here is Ume Ali… 
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